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Abstract. Over the years, a large number of attacks have been proposed
against substitution boxes used in symmetric ciphers such as differential
attacks, linear attacks, algebraic attacks, etc. In the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) Block cipher, the substitution box is the only nonlinear
component and thus it holds the weight of the cipher. This basically means
that if an attacker is able to mount a successful attack on the substitution
box of AES, the cipher is compromised. This research work aims to pro-
vide a solution for increasing cryptographic immunity of S-boxes against
such attacks. A genetic algorithm based approach has been proposed to
search for 8 × 8 balanced and bijective S-boxes that exhibit values of dif-
ferential branch number, non-linearity, differential uniformity, count and
length of cycles present and distance from strict avalanche criterion that
are similar to or better than the AES S-box. An S-Box evaluation tool is also
implemented to evaluate any S-boxes generated. S-box of AES is resistant
to the crypt-analytic attacks. S-boxes constructed by the proposed algo-
rithm have better cryptographic properties so they are also resistant to the
crypt-analytic attacks. The strict avalanche criterion[11], which is based on
completeness[22] and diffusion[5], is an essential property for any 8 × 8
S-box. Good diffusion means that a small change in the plaintext may
influence the complete block after a small number of rounds. Therefore, a
lower DSAC value is desirable to prevent vulnerabilities to attacks such
as differential attacks. The DSAC is therefore used as the primary fitness
criterion in this research work to search for S-boxes with better diffusion.

Keywords: Affine transformation · Confusion · Coefficient matrix · Diffu-
sion · Distance from strict avalanche criterion · Evolutionary algorithm ·
Field characteristic · Galois Field.

1 Introduction

The substitution box is a vectorial Boolean function S : GF(2m) 7→ GF(2n).
It is a basic component of symmetric ciphers. The primary purpose served by



a Substitution box is to obscure the relationship between the key and the ci-
phertext in the block ciphers (Shannon’s property of confusion)[5]. In general,
an S-box takes some input bits, m, and transforms them into some number of
output bits, n, where n is not necessarily equal to m.

The S-box proposed by Kaisa Nyberg[10] and used in the Rijndael cipher[7]
is what the Advanced Encryption Standard is based on.The AES S-box maps
an 8-bit input, x, to an 8-bit output, s = S(x). Both the input and output are
interpreted as polynomials over GF(2). In the first step the input is mapped to its
multiplicative inverse in GF(28) = GF(2)[x]/(x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1), Rijndael’s
finite field. Zero, which has no inverse, is mapped to zero. The multiplicative
inverse is then transformed using the affine transformation shown in equation 1.
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where [s7, ..., s0] is the S-box output and [a7, ..., a0] is the multiplicative inverse
as a vector.

Many researchers have proposed methods to find S-boxes with better crypto-
graphic properties than the S-box used in AES. One approach that is followed,
is to make changes in the elementary steps of the substitution box used in Ri-
jndael to arrive at new S-box. Liu[2], Cui[1], Gray[9], Hussain[12] have used
this approach. Another approach is an exhaustive search using a heuristic based
technique as in the case of Millan[17,16], Burnett[18], Clark[19] and Ivanov[20].

In this paper a Genetic Algorithm based approach has been proposed to
generate new invertible coefficient matrix used in affine transformation step
(as shown in Equation 1) of subtituion box that is used in Rijndael cipher, thus
arriving at new S-box having better cryptographic properties and hence better
security.

In the next section of the paper we describe the cryptographic properties of
S-boxes that are used to evaluate its cryptographic strength. Section 3 describes
the proposed genetic algorithm based approach. In section 4, results of the
experiments are discussed. Finally section 5 concludes the paper.



2 Cryptographic properties of S-boxes

There are many properties that can be used to determine the strength of
the S-box. Shannon[5] introduced the concepts of confusion and diffusion and
proposed that every good cipher must hold these properties.

Confusion aims to obscure the relationship between the ciphertext and the
key by ensuring that each binary digit (bit) of the ciphertext depends on multi-
ple parts of the key.

Diffusion aims to increase the consequence of a single bit change of the plaintext
in the ciphertext and that of a single bit change of ciphertext in the plaintext.
Statistically, if one bit of the plaintext is changed it should result in half of the bits
in the ciphertext getting changed and the same should hold true for the converse.

Following properties are considered to evaluate the strength of the S-box in
this paper. An S-box evaluation tool has been implemented in C language. The
tool can be used to check these cryptographic properties for any S-box:-

2.1 Bijectivity and Balancedness

These are the most important properties for a cryptographically good S-box
and are checked in all the discovered S-boxes.

It is essential for the S-box to be bijective. The arithmetic of the 8 × 8 S-box
occurs in the finite field of GF(28). If the S-box is not bijective, it has poor cyclic
structure and is vulnerable to attacks.

It is also necessary for the S-box to be constituted of a set of balanced Boolean
functions, i.e., Boolean functions with equal number of zeroes and ones as out-
put. The AES S-box and all the S-boxes proposed in this paper are bijective and
balanced.

2.2 Strict Avalanche Criterion (SAC)

A cryptographic function satisfies the strict avalanche criterion if each output
bit changes with the probability of half whenever a single input bit is comple-
mented. The precise definition of Strict Avalanche Criterion as given in[11] is as
follows: "consider X and Xi, two n-bit, binary plaintext vectors, such that X and
Xi differ only in bit i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let

Vi = Y ⊕ Yi (2)

where Y = f (x) and Yi = f (xi) and f is the cryptographic transformation
under consideration. If f is to meet the strict avalanche criterion, the probability



that each bit in Vi is equal to 1 should be one half over the set of all possible
plaintext vectors X and Xi. This should be true for all values of i." Here, ’⊕’ is
the Exclusive OR operation, or addition Modulo 2.

The distance from strict avalanche criterion (DSAC)[11] for a cryptographic
function is calculated as the absolute difference of (i) the probability of inversion
of an output bit for all input bits where X assumes all possible input values to
the function and (ii) 2n−1.

Therefore, the DSAC is calculated from the strict avalanche criterion table as

Xi = 2i, f or i = {0, 1, ..., n − 1}, Y = {y0, y1, . . . , yn−1}

DSAC =
n−1

∑
i=0

|2n−1 − SAC[Xi][Y]| (3)

The closer the values are to 2n−1 (which is 128 for an 8 × 8 S-box) the better
the S-box satisfies the property of diffusion. The ideal DSAC value is 0 [25]. For
the AES S-box, the SAC value for each bit (yi, where i = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and
corresponding Xi values are {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}) is as follows:

Table 1. SAC Table for AES S-box

SAC y0 y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7
x0 132132116144116124116128
x1 120124144128124116128136
x2 132132128120144128136128
x3 136136120116128136128140
x4 116128116132128128140136
x5 116132132120120140136136
x6 136136120132120136136124
x7 132144132136124136124132

The DSAC value for AES S-box, as calculated from Equation 3, by using the
values for SAC[Xi][Y] from Table 1, comes out to be 432.

The results of our experiments show that the proposed genetic algorithm
based approach arrives at many S-boxes having DSAC value lower than 432.
The strict avalanche criterion[11], which is based on completeness[22] and
diffusion[5], is an essential property for any 8 × 8 S-box. A good value of DSAC



is desirable for good diffusion and avalanche effect. It means that for an S-box
with good diffusion, a small change in the plaintext may influence the complete
block after a small number of rounds thereby helping prevent vulnerabilities to
attacks such as differential attacks.

2.3 Differential Cryptanalysis properties

The differential cryptanalysis properties are calculated from the difference
distribution table T[14,23,24]. Each entry T(α, β) shows the number of times
following equation was satisfied on varying x from 0 to 255.

S(x)⊕ S(x ⊕ α) = β, (4)

where S : GF(28) 7→ GF(28) and x, α, β ∈ GF(2)8.

Non-zero linear structure If for some value of α ∈ GF(2)8, S(x)⊕ S(x ⊕ α) is
always same for all inputs x ∈ GF(2)8 , then α is termed as the linear structure[1]
of the S-box. An S-box should never have a non-zero linear structure. The AES
S-box has no non-zero linear structure.

Differential uniformity Assume F(x) = ( f0(x), ..., fn−1(x)) from GF(2)8 to
GF(2)8 is a multiple output Boolean function, the differential uniformity[1] is
denoted by δ(F) and is defined to be

δ(F) = Max|{x|F(x)⊕ F(x ⊕ α) = β}|(α, β ∈ GF(2)8, α ̸= 0) (5)

The differential uniformity value for AES comes out to be 4. For all S-boxes
obtained as a result of our genetic algorithm based approach the value for δ(F)
comes out to be 4.

Differential branch number The differential branch number[13] has a value of
2 for AES. It is calculated as:

βd(S) := ∀x, x′ ∈ F28 , x ̸= x′, Min{Wt(x ⊕ x′) + Wt(S(x) + S(x′))} (6)

Most of the proposed S-box design algorithms and optimization algorithms
use the differential branch number as the property for the fitness function. The
higher the branch number, the higher is its resistance to differential attacks.
However the probability of finding S-boxes with high branch number reduces
drastically as the number of input and output bits increase. According to Rui-
sancchez [15], the probability of finding an 8 × 8 S-box with branch number
greater than or equal to 3 is 6.7 ∗ 10−15. All results obtained have a branch
number value 2, which is the same as that of the S-box used in AES.



2.4 Linear cryptanalysis properties

The linear cryptanalysis properties revolve around how often:

α.x = β.S(x), ∀x, α, β ∈ GF(2)8 (7)

where S : GF(28) 7→ GF(28) is a multiple output Boolean function and ‘.’ is the
scalar product of the two vectors. A good S-box satisfies the above equation for
nearly half the values of x.

Nonlinearity The linearity is denoted by L(F) and is defined to be:

L(S) = Max{|LAT(a, b)|} (8)

where a, b ∈ GF(2)8 and LAT(a, b) is the linear approximation table[8,14].
The Nonlinearity[3,4] value for an S-box is calculated as:

NL(S) = 2n−1 − |L(S)/2| (9)

The Nonlinearity for all the results of this research work have a value of 112
which is the same as that of the AES S-box.

Linear propagation The Linear propagation[21] is calculated as:

LPmax( f ) = ∀a, b ̸= 0, Max(2 ∗ Pr[X.a = S(X).b]− 1)2 (10)

where a, b, X ∈ GF(2)8 and The linear propagation value for AES comes out to
be 2−6 = 0.015625. The properties concerning immunity to linear attacks for
AES have fairly optimal values. In fact, it would be necessary to have nearly
262 known plain-texts and cipher-texts to be able to mount a successful Linear
Cryptanalytic attack on AES.
In all the S-boxes generated using the modified genetic algorithm this value is
successfully achieved.

2.5 Fixed and Inverse fixed points

An input vector x, for which x ⊕ S(x) = (00)16 is termed as a fixed point[6]
for the S-box. If, x ⊕ S(x) = (FF)16, then x is termed as an inverse fixed point[6].
The AES S-box has no fixed points or inverse fixed points. An S-box should have
very few, if any, fixed or inverse fixed points. The discovered S-boxes have either
zero or very few fixed or inverse fixed points. If an 8 × 8 S-box has 28 , i.e., all its
points as fixed points (Identity S-box), then the key can be retrieved using only
one known plaintext-ciphertext pair.



2.6 Cycles in the S-box

The cyclic structure contained within the S-box increases its predictability.
They are calculated recursively as (x, S(x), S(S(x)), ...S(S(...S(x)), x) where S :
GF(28) 7→ GF(28) is the S-box function. The cryptographically good 8 × 8 S-box
should have 1 cycle of length 28 where n is the number of output bits.

3 The Proposed Genetic Algorithm approach for finding good
S-boxes

The System flow diagram of the proposed Genetic Algorithm is shown in
Figure 1

Fig. 1. System flow Diagram for the proposed Genetic algorithm approach

The experiment has been conducted for 8 × 8 S-boxes. The key elements of
the proposed Genetic algorithm are:

Gene: A gene (smallest variable units which combine to form a possible
solution to the optimization problem otherwise called a chromosome) is one row



of the coefficient matrix in the affine transformation step of AES (Equation 1). It
can assume a value in GF(2)8.

Chromosome: A chromosome (combination of genes) is a complete 8 × 8
invertible coefficient matrix (Equation 1) that can be used to generate an S-box
permutation.

Fitness Function: The fitness function uses minimum length of cycles, num-
ber of cycles, branch number, differential uniformity, nonlinearity and DSAC
to calculate the fitness score. To ensure that S-boxes generated have proper-
ties as good as the AES S-box, we first ascertain that generated S-boxes have
values of branch number, differential uniformity, nonlinearity as at least 2, 4
and 112 respectively. Then we compare the obtained DSAC value with the
target DSAC value which is taken as 384. This target value was calculated
by keeping maximum allowed deviation from optimum SAC value as 6 (i.e.
|2n−1 − SAC[Xi][Y]| ≤ 6 in Equation 3). The equation for the fitness function
that is used is described below:

I n i t i a l i z e F i t n e s s = 0
i f ( Sbox . i s B i j e c t i v e ( ) and f i x e d points < 2

and inverse f i x e d points < 2 ) {
i f ( Sbox . d i f f e r e n t i a l uniformity >= 4 and
Sbox . n o n l i n e a r i t y >= 112 and Sbox . branch number >= 2 ) {

F i t n e s s += Sbox .DSAC − Target DSAC
}

}

(11)

If fitness is less than zero for an individual in any generation, the algorithm
converges. The S-box generated with an individual with fitness less than zero
found using the above equation will be:
a) Bijective
b) Have very few or no fixed or inverse fixed points
c) Have differential uniformity value as 4 or higher
d) Have differential branch number as 2 or higher
e) Have nonlinearity as 112 or higher
f) Have DSAC definitely lower than target value 384.

The proposed Genetic algorithm is given below:



Algorithm

Step 1: Choose initial population: The population size is fixed at 10000. The
Individuals in the initial population are a set of coefficient matrices in which
each element of the matrix is randomly selected from GF(2)8. Calculate fitness
score of all individuals using equation 11.
Step 2: Selection:

2a. Select top 25% of the population. Discarding the bottom 75% allows us to
search through the search space quicker.

2b. Directly carry forward top 5% of the population based upon its fitness
score to the next generation (Elitism). This allows the S-box output permutations
with highest fitness to proceed to the next generation without modification.

2c. To ensure that the algorithm quickly converges, generate rest of the
population from the remaining top 20% population as follows:

(i) Out of this top 20%, two parents are selected at random and mated as
per step 3 to generate a new individual.

(ii) Repeat (i) till the remaining 95% of the population is generated. The
reason for selecting small percentage of individuals with highest fitness and
then randomly choosing a parent is to avoid local optima.

Step 3: Crossover & Mutation: Each row (gene) of the offspring is decided based
on the following rule:

3a. Generate a random number between 0 and 100 for each row i (gene i).
3b. Offspring inherits row i from parent 1 (parent 2) if random number is

between 0 and 40 (41 to 80) otherwise row i is obtained using mutation (random
value in GF(2)8).
This ensures that the algorithm does not get stuck at a point of no solution even
if there is one.
Step 4: Convergence: Calculate fitness score of the offsprings. Stop if calculated
fitness score (Sbox.DSAC - TargetDSAC) for an offspring is less than zero else
repeat step 2 and 3.

The detailed diagram for the proposed approach is given below:



Fig. 2. Detailed Diagram for the proposed Genetic algorithm approach

4 Performance Analysis of the S-boxes generated

The S-boxes with improved DSAC generated by the proposed GA based
algorithm are denoted as I1, I2 and I3.

These are compared with:

a) The AES S-box [6]
b) The S-box proposed by Wang [27]
c) The S-box proposed by Khan [26]
d) The S-box proposed by Liu [2]
e) The Affine-Power-Affine S-box [1]
f) The S-box proposed by Alhadawi [28]

Table shows the comparison of these S-boxes.



Table 2. Comparison of performance of the obtained S-boxes with AES S-box, Khan [26],
Wang [27], Liu[2] ,APA[1] and Alhadawi [28]

Cryptographic property Performance
AES S-box Liu APA S-box Khan Wang Alhadawi I1 I2 I3

Bijective yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
No. of Cycles 5 5 1 2 6 5 7 3 1

Minimum Cycle length 2 2 256 68 5 1 4 5 256
Distance to SAC 432 408 372 428 380 536 352 364 380

Non zero linear structure none none none none none none none none none
Differential uniformity 4 4 4 6 10 10 4 4 4

Branch number 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Non-linearity 112 112 112 108 94 94 112 112 112

Linear propagation 0.015625 0.015625 0.015625 0.0244140.070557 0.070557 0.0156250.0156250.015625

From the table it is clear that all the S-boxes found in this research work have
exactly same values for differential uniformity, branch number, Nonlinearity
and linear propogation as that of the AES S-box. In addition, all S-boxes obtained
are bijective, balanced, have no non-zero linear structure and have very few
or no fixed and inverse fixed points. The property of DSAC, however, shows
an improvement when compared to the AES S-box. All S-boxes have DSAC
lower than the target value of 384 as described in Section 3. These values are
significantly lower than the DSAC of AES which is 432. The DSAC values
obtained in this research work are 352 (I1), 364 (I2) and 380(I3). A lower DSAC
results in better diffusion and therefore increases cryptographic strength.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the Nonlinearity of AES[6], Khan[26], Wang[27], Alhadawi[28], I1,
I2 and I3



When compared to other recently proposed S-boxes like the one by Khan
[26] which is constructed using Gaussian Distribution or the one by Wang [27]
which also uses Genetic Algorithm approach, it is clear that the S-box proposed
in our paper shows better value of Nonlinearity (As shown in figure 3). The
Nonlinearity value for the S-box proposed by Alhadawi [28] which is constructed
using discrete chaotic maps and cuckoo search algorithm also falls short of the
value that is achieved using our proposed method. The Nonlinearity value
achieved through our proposed approach is same as that of AES S-box.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the number of cycles of AES[6], Liu[2], APA[1], Khan[26], Wang[27],
Alhadawi[28], I1, I2 and I3

The figure 4 shows how I2 and I3 have very few cycles. Additionally, the
proposed S-boxes also have greater length for smallest cycle when compared
with AES. For an optimal S-box there should be one cycle of length 28. This was
achieved by Cui [1] in his APA S-box. All other S-boxes used for comparison in
this paper have more than one cycle. Out of the three S-boxes proposed in this
paper, one S-box I3 is able to achieve the optimum value for cycles (1 cycle with
length 256) and the other two perform extremely well with very few number of
cycles.



Fig. 5. Comparison of the DSAC values of AES[6], Liu[2], APA[1], Khan[26], Wang[27],
Alhadawi[28], I1, I2 and I3

The DSAC value for the improved S-boxes comes out to be significantly lower
than the AES S-box. The DSAC values of all proposed S-boxes are lower than
that of the one proposed in Khan[26] and Alhadawi[28]. The proposed S-boxes,
I1 and I2, also outperform the S-box proposed by Wang[27]. This reduces the
possibility of known plain-text attacks and differential attacks. The approach
taken in this paper differs from the existing literature in one primary aspect -
The individual in the evolutionary process is not an S-box permutation (as in
the case of [27]) but rather the coefficient matrix for Affine transformation step
(Equation 1) for constructing S-boxes. The algorithm converged within 6 hours
in the case of each of the three S-boxes discovered. This can be attributed to the
modification in the genetic algorithm (i.e. the use of coefficient matrix instead of
S-box permutation) which allows the algorithm to take larger leaps through the
Search space and arrive at a solution quicker.

5 Conclusions and Scope of Future Work

Rijndael cipher accepted as the AES in 2001 is a well proven and an efficient
cipher. The S-box forms the backbone of this cipher. It exhibits near perfect
resistance to Linear and Differential attacks. This research work studies the
construction of the AES S-box and explores the possibility of finding S-boxes
with similar or better cryptographic properties using a genetic algorithm based
approach applied to one of its elementary steps - The affine transformation.
The discovered S-boxes have also been analyzed. The tool for measuring and
optimizing the S-box properties has been successfully tested on multiple S-boxes
with varying sizes and complexities. The discovered improved S-boxes exhibit



lower value for DSAC when compared with the existing AES substitution box.
A DSAC lower than that of AES S-box implies that the discovered S-boxes show
better diffusion and are therefore less prone to known plaintext and differential
attacks.
Future research work can include:
a) Increasing the initial population size from 10000
b) Selecting a lower percentage of individuals for elitism and mutation step
c) Decreasing the maximum permissible deviation from optimum DSAC value (
which is kept as ’6’ for this experiment)
and analyzing the effects of varying these parameters on the performance of the
algorithm by assessing the properties of the S-boxes received at convergence
and the time taken until convergence.
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Appendix 1.A

Here we present in hex notations, the bijctive S-boxes generated by the pro-
posed modified genetic algorithm which are described in Table 1 and have
significantly lower value of DSAC and thus better diffusion.
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18 ed 77 51 95 76 bb f 2 ce d5 6a c2 20 c6 f 5 7 f
a3 5a 84 c1 cb c3 3d b4 c7 a5 3b 91 9a 1e 04 23
4a b0 02 10 8b 47 29 8c 25 ec e1 f 4 f c a2 60 3a
e2 8e a6 87 e4 34 19 66 72 63 d9 03 65 97 c9 41
11 16 ea 50 6d 39 0 f 7a 94 7b ab 6 f 13 b f 15 db
75 5c 01 f 6 1b dc 08 22 b7 f a e6 5d 7e ac 4 f 0d
1d 09 74 45 e7 43 0c 31 a7 c0 12 0e e0 56 9d 79
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